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Abstract 41	  

Modification of spatial attention via reinforcement learning (Lee & Shomstein, 2013) requires 42	  

the integration of reward, attention, and executive processes. Corticostriatal pathways are an 43	  

ideal neural substrate for this integration because these projections exhibit a globally parallel 44	  

(Alexander, DeLong, & Strick, 1986), but locally overlapping (Haber, 2003), topographical 45	  

organization. Here we explore whether there are unique striatal regions that exhibit convergent 46	  

anatomical connections from orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), 47	  

and posterior parietal cortex. Deterministic fiber tractography on diffusion spectrum imaging 48	  

data from neurologically healthy adults (N=60) was used to map fronto- and parieto-striatal 49	  

projections. In general, projections from cortex were organized according to both a medial-lateral 50	  

and a rostral-caudal gradient along the striatal nuclei. Within rostral aspects of the striatum we 51	  

identified two bilateral convergence zones—one in the caudate nucleus and another in the 52	  

putamen—that consisted of voxels with unique projections from OFC, DLPFC, and parietal 53	  

regions. The distributed cortical connectivity of these striatal convergence zones was confirmed 54	  

with follow-up functional connectivity analysis from resting state fMRI data, in which a high 55	  

percentage of structurally connected voxels also showed significant functional connectivity. The 56	  

specificity of this convergent architecture to these regions of the rostral striatum was validated 57	  

against control analysis of connectivity within the motor putamen. These results delineate a 58	  

neurologically plausible network of converging corticostriatal projections that may support the 59	  

integration of reward, executive control, and spatial attention that occurs during spatial 60	  

reinforcement learning. 61	  

62	  



Introduction 63	  

It is well known that contextual factors, like cue/target proximity within the same bounded 64	  

object, can bias bottom-up visuospatial attention (Egeth & Yantis, 1997; Posner, Snyder, & 65	  

Davidson, 1980). Recent research has shown that placing a high reward on certain targets can 66	  

override this intrinsic spatial attention bias (Della Libera & Chelazzi, 2006; Kristjansson, 67	  

Sigurjonsdottir, & Driver, 2010; Lee & Shomstein, 2013b, 2014). The abrogating influence of 68	  

reward feedback on intrinsic spatial attention is consistent with the idea that reinforcement 69	  

learning (Sutton & Barto, 1998) alters the bottom-up influences of stimulus features on 70	  

attentional allocation during spatial decision making.  71	  

Functionally, reinforcement learning depends on the striatum (Daw & Doya, 2006; 72	  

Dayan & Abbott, 2001; Graybiel, 1995; Knutson, Westdorp, Kaiser, & Hommer, 2000; 73	  

O'Doherty, 2004). While many studies focus on the role of the ventral striatum in reinforcement 74	  

learning (Mcclure, York, & Montague, 2004; O'Doherty, Dayan, Friston, Critchley, & Dolan, 75	  

2003; Pagnoni, Zink, Montague, & Berns, 2002; Rodriguez, Aron, & Poldrack, 2006), evidence 76	  

of dorsomedial caudate involvement in reward-based responses suggests a more global 77	  

involvement of striatal systems in behavioral updating (Delgado, Locke, Stenger, & Fiez, 2003; 78	  

Delgado, Miller, Inati, & Phelps, 2005; Knutson & Cooper, 2005; Kuhnen & Knutson, 2005; 79	  

Lohrenz, McCabe, Camerer, & Montague, 2007). This recruitment of distributed striatal systems 80	  

may reflect an integration of multiple, disparate signals during learning. Indeed, while the 81	  

striatum is generally viewed as a central integration point of cortical information within strictly 82	  

closed, but parallel circuits (Alexander et al., 1986), there is a growing body of evidence for 83	  

overlap from spatially disparate cortical areas (Averbeck, Lehman, Jacobson, & Haber, 2014; 84	  

Haber, 2003). This diffuse overlap of corticostriatal projections has been proposed as an explicit 85	  



substrate for reinforcement learning that directly integrates reward and executive control signals 86	  

from the orbitofrontal (OFC) and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), respectively (see 87	  

Haber & Knutson, 2010 for review).  88	  

Introducing signals from regions that support visuospatial processing into this striatal 89	  

integration process may be one mechanism by which reinforcement learning can be applied to 90	  

spatial attention. Visuospatial attention is generally associated with the posterior parietal cortex 91	  

in humans and nonhuman primates (see Colby & Goldberg, 1999; Critchely, 1953; Silver, Ress, 92	  

& Heeger, 2005 for review). Nonhuman primate histology research has a shown a topography of 93	  

parietostriatal connectivity in which posterior parietal projections terminate is distributed clusters 94	  

along the caudate nucleus, proximal to OFC and DLFPC projection termination sites (Cavada & 95	  

Goldman-Rakic, 1991; Selemon & Goldman-Rakic, 1985, 1988). This proximity of DLPFC and 96	  

parietal connectivity has also recently been confirmed functionally in humans (Choi, Yeo, & 97	  

Buckner, 2012; Di Martino et al., 2008); however, the specific pattern of convergent inputs from 98	  

parietal, DLPFC and OFC areas has yet to be confirmed.  99	  

To this end, we used diffusion spectrum imaging (DSI) and resting state fMRI to explore 100	  

a neurologically plausible network of converging projections in the striatum that may support the 101	  

integration of information from OFC, DLPFC, and posterior parietal areas. The presence of 102	  

convergent corticostriatal inputs would provide necessary evidence for a structurally and 103	  

functionally integrative network that underlies mechanisms of spatial reinforcement learning. 104	  

 105	  

Materials and Methods 106	  

Participants 107	  



Sixty participants (28 male, 32 female) were recruited locally from the Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 108	  

area as well as the Army Research Laboratory in Aberdeen, Maryland. Participants were 109	  

neurologically healthy adults with no history of head trauma, neurological or psychological 110	  

pathology. Participant ages ranged from 18 to 45 years old (mean age 26.5 years old). Informed 111	  

consent, approved by the Institutional Review Board at Carnegie Mellon University and in 112	  

compliance with the Declaration of Helsinki, was obtained for all participants. Participants were 113	  

all financially compensated for their time. 114	  

 115	  

MRI Acquisition 116	  

All 60 participants were scanned at the Scientific Imaging and Brain Research (SIBR) Center at 117	  

Carnegie Mellon University on a Siemens Verio 3T magnet fitted with a 32-channel head coil. A 118	  

magnetization prepared rapid gradient echo imaging (MPRAGE) sequence was used to acquire a 119	  

high-resolution (1mm3 isotropic voxels, 176 slices) T1-weighted brain image for all participants. 120	  

DSI data was acquired following fMRI sequences using a 50-minute, 257-direction, twice-121	  

refocused spin-echo EPI sequence with multiple q values (TR = 11,400ms, TE = 128ms, voxel 122	  

size = 2.4mm3, field of view = 231 x 231mm, b-max = 5,000s/mm2, 51 slices). Resting state 123	  

fMRI (rsfMRI) data consisting of 210 T2*-weighted volumes were collected for each participant 124	  

with a blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) contrast with echo planar imaging (EPI) 125	  

sequence (TR = 2000ms, TE = 29ms, voxel size = 3.5mm3, field of view = 224 x 224mm, flip 126	  

angle = 79°). Head motion was minimized during image acquisition with a custom foam padding 127	  

setup designed to minimize the variance of head motion along the pitch and yaw rotation 128	  

directions. The setup also included a chin restraint that held the participant’s head to the 129	  



receiving coil itself. Preliminary inspection of EPI images at the imaging center showed that the 130	  

setup minimized resting head motion to about 1mm maximum deviation for most subjects. 131	  

 132	  

Diffusion MRI Reconstruction 133	  

DSI Studio (http://dsi-studio.labsolver.org) was used to process all DSI images using a q-space 134	  

diffeomorphic reconstruction method (Yeh & Tseng, 2011). A non-linear spatial normalization 135	  

approach (Ashburner & Friston, 1999) was implemented through 16 iterations to obtain the 136	  

spatial mapping function of quantitative anisotropy (QA) values from individual subject 137	  

diffusion space to the FMRIB 1mm fractional anisotropy (FA) atlas template. QA is an 138	  

orientation distribution function (ODF) based index that is scaled with spin density information 139	  

that permits the removal of isotropic diffusion components from the ODF to filter false peaks, 140	  

facilitating deterministic fiber tractography resolution. For a detailed description and comparison 141	  

of QA with standard FA techniques, please see Yeh, Verstynen, Wang, Fernández-Miranda, & 142	  

Tseng, 2013. The ODFs were reconstructed to a spatial resolution of 2mm3 with a diffusion 143	  

sampling length ratio of 1.25. Whole-brain ODF maps of all 60 subjects were averaged to 144	  

generate a template image of the average tractography space. 145	  

 146	  

Fiber Tractography and Analysis 147	  

Fiber tractography was performed using an ODF-streamline version of the FACT algorithm (Yeh 148	  

et al., 2013) in DSI Studio (September 23, 2013 and August 29, 2014 builds). All fiber 149	  

tractography was initiated from seed positions with random locations within the wholebrain seed 150	  

mask with random initial fiber orientations. Using a step size of 1mm, the directional estimates 151	  

of fiber progression within each voxel were weighted by 80% of the incoming fiber direction and 152	  



20% of the previous moving direction. A streamline was terminated when the QA index fell 153	  

below 0.05 or had a turning angle greater than 75°.  154	  

Fiber tractography was performed in several stages. First, using the group averaged 155	  

template brain, we tracked 100,000 streamlines that terminated anywhere within a striatal region 156	  

of interest mask (ROI). To generate this mask, caudate nucleus and putamen masks from the 157	  

SRI24 multichannel atlas (Rohlfing, Zahr, Sullivan, & Pfefferbaum, 2010) were merged and then 158	  

expanded by one voxel (2mm) in all directions. This tractography experiment was performed in 159	  

order to visualize the gradients of connectivity within the striatum (see “Topography of 160	  

corticostriatal projections” section in Results). 161	  

After this analysis, we performed ROI-based tractography to isolate streamlines between 162	  

pairs of ipsilateral cortical and striatal masks. All cortical masks were selected from the SRI24 163	  

multichannel atlas. Diffusion-based tractography has been shown to exhibit a strong medial bias 164	  

(Croxson et al., 2005) due to partial volume effects and poor resolution of complex fiber 165	  

crossings  (Jones & Cercignani, 2010). To counter the bias away from more lateral cortical 166	  

regions, tractography was generated for each cortical surface mask separately. Twenty-six 167	  

cortical surface masks (13 per hemisphere) in the frontal and parietal lobes were selected from 168	  

the SRI24 multichannel atlas as targets for corticostriatal tractography, including: gyrus rectus 169	  

(Rectus); ventromedial prefrontal cortex (Frontal_Med_Orb); opercular, orbital and triangular 170	  

parts of the inferior frontal gyrus (Frontal_Inf_Oper, Frontal_Inf_Orb, Frontal_Inf_Tri); dorsal 171	  

and orbital middle and superior frontal gyri (Frontal_Mid, Frontal_Mid_Orb, Frontal_Sup, 172	  

Frontal_Sup_Orb); superior and inferior parietal lobules (Parietal_Sup, Parietal_Inf); angular 173	  

gyrus (Angular) and supramarginal gyrus (SupraMarginal). The same striatal ROI mask was 174	  

used as in the first tractography run. The QA threshold was set to 0.04 for tracking streamlines 175	  



from the dorsal middle frontal gyri (Frontal_Mid) due to detection of significantly fewer 176	  

corticostriatal projections than expected (Verstynen, Badre, Jarbo, & Schneider, 2012). Each 177	  

cortical surface ROI mask was paired with an ipsilateral striatum ROI mask, which were both 178	  

designated as ends in DSI Studio, and wholebrain seeded tractography continued for 3x108 seeds 179	  

(approximately 3000 samples per voxel in the whole brain mask). To be included in the final 180	  

dataset, streamlines had to 1) have a length less than 120mm, and 2) terminate in the cortical 181	  

surface mask at one end and within the ipsilateral striatum mask at the other. All cortical surface 182	  

ROI masks were also paired with the contralateral striatum masks. Streamlines were generated 183	  

for all datasets using the same tracking parameters previously described and a maximum length 184	  

constraint of 180mm to capture longer interhemispheric projections. 185	  

Then, to facilitate further analyses, streamlines from the ROI pairings in each hemisphere 186	  

were combined into three meta-regions. The OFC meta-region was comprised of streamlines 187	  

from medial and lateral OFC, including: gyrus rectus (Rectus), the orbital part of the inferior 188	  

frontal gyrus (Frontal_Inf_Orb) and middle (Frontal_Mid_Orb) and superior frontal 189	  

(Frontal_Sup_Orb) gyri. The DLPFC meta-region consisted of streamlines from opercular 190	  

(Frontal_Inf_Oper) and triangular (Frontal_Inf_Tri) parts of the inferior frontal gyrus, as well as 191	  

middle (Frontal_Mid) and superior frontal (Frontal_Sup) gyri. Streamlines from the superior 192	  

(Parietal_Sup) and inferior parietal lobules (Parietal_Inf), angular gyrus (Angular), and 193	  

supramarginal gyrus (SupraMarginal) constituted the parietal meta-region. For a more complete 194	  

assessment of the cortical and striatal topographic organization of the endpoint distributions of 195	  

the OFC, DLPFC, and parietal meta-regions were reconstructed.  196	  

 In order to confirm the pattern of connectivity observed through the constrained ROI-197	  

based approach, a final tractography (Figure 4) analysis was performed by reseeding from a 198	  



whole-brain mask with each convergence zone designated as an end. This was repeated 199	  

separately for all four convergence zone masks across all 60 datasets. Tracking proceeded until a 200	  

total of 50,000 fibers were detected, rather than 3x108 seeds. 201	  

Approximate motor projections into the striatum were used as a control pathway. These 202	  

were estimated using the precentral gyrus (Precentral) masks from the SRI24 multichannel atlas. 203	  

The precentral gyrus masks were designated as endpoint masks paired with ipsilateral and 204	  

contralateral striatum masks for tracking streamlines using the same parameters described above, 205	  

across all individual datasets. A single cluster of contiguous voxels was isolated from each 206	  

putamen in all datasets to create mean striatal precentral clusters.  207	  

 208	  

Striatal and Cortical Endpoint Distribution Analysis 209	  

The primary tractography variable of interest was the distribution of streamline endpoints. We 210	  

looked at these endpoints in two separate ways. First, in order to capture the major gradients of 211	  

corticostriatal pathway organization, we labeled each of the 100,000 streamlines from the first 212	  

tractography run based on the position of its endpoint within the striatum mask according to two 213	  

gradients: medial-lateral (x position) and rostral-caudal (y position). Each streamline was then 214	  

color-coded according to its position in each gradient separately and visualized at the whole 215	  

brain level (see Figure 1). 216	  

 Next we looked at the distribution of densities of endpoints, across datasets, within each 217	  

voxel at the subcortical and cortical levels. Custom MATLAB functions were used to generate 218	  

four striatal endpoint density maps (i.e., convergence zones, see Figures 3 and 4) where all 219	  

cortical meta-regions yielded overlapping projections within ipsilateral striatum. First, the three-220	  

dimensional coordinates of the streamline projection endpoints from each meta-region in the 221	  



caudate nucleus and putamen within each hemisphere were extracted. To obtain matrices of 222	  

striatal endpoint coordinates for each meta-region for all datasets, a mask for each caudate 223	  

nucleus and putamen were loaded separately into MATLAB with streamlines from each 224	  

ipsilateral cortical region. A one-sample t-test was used to calculate maps of endpoint densities 225	  

for each set of streamlines from the individual density maps. Significance was calculated with an 226	  

FDR-corrected threshold (q) less than 0.05 to identify striatal voxels with projection endpoints 227	  

from each meta-region that were consistent across all datasets. 228	  

Striatal endpoints were then extracted and saved as a new mask, resulting in a three-way 229	  

convergence zone representing the total volume of contiguous voxels (cluster size k > 20) within 230	  

each nucleus where termination points of projections from the OFC, DLPFC and parietal meta-231	  

regions were detected. This was done for both caudate nuclei and putamen resulting in four (left 232	  

caudate, left putamen, right caudate, and right putamen) convergence zone masks. Convergence 233	  

zone masks for each nucleus were then used to calculate maps of the mean convergence zone as 234	  

well as to assess the consistency and significance of convergence zone volumes across all 60 235	  

datasets. The significance at each convergence zone was calculated using a one-sample t-test 236	  

with a q < 0.05. For comparison, two-way pairwise convergence zones masks (i.e., OFC + 237	  

DLPFC, DLPFC + Parietal, and Parietal + OFC) were also created in the same fashion as the 238	  

three-way convergence zones masks. 239	  

After the convergence zones were isolated, cortical endpoints coordinates were extracted 240	  

from the reseeded tracking described in “Fiber Tractography and Analysis” section. Streamlines 241	  

between each convergence zone and the wholebrain seed across all datasets were loaded into 242	  

MATLAB, and the endpoints were saved as masks. A one-sample t-test was conducted to 243	  



identify significant voxels throughout the brain that had consistent structural connectivity with 244	  

each of the convergence zones.  245	  

 246	  

Resting State fMRI Preprocessing and Analyses 247	  

SPM8 (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London, UK) was used to preprocess 248	  

all resting state fMRI data (rsfMRI) collected from 55 of the 60 participants with DSI data. To 249	  

estimate the normalization transformation for each EPI image, the mean EPI image was first 250	  

selected as a source image and weighted by its mean across all volumes. Then, an MNI-space 251	  

EPI template supplied with SPM was selected as the target image for normalization. The source 252	  

image smoothing kernel was set to a FWHM of 4mm and all other estimation options were kept 253	  

at the SPM8 defaults to generate a transformation matrix that was applied to each volume of the 254	  

individual source images for further analyses.  255	  

 The convergence zones and striatal precentral clusters obtained from the tractography 256	  

analyses were used as seed points for the functional connectivity analysis. A series of custom 257	  

MATLAB functions were used to 1) extract the voxel time series of activity for each 258	  

convergence zone, 2) remove estimated noise from the time series by selecting the first five 259	  

principle components from the SRI24 tissues white matter and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) masks, 260	  

and 3) calculate t and p values of consistent activity with corresponding significance. Resting 261	  

state fMRI data was analyzed using AFNI (Cox, 1996) to calculate functional activity throughout 262	  

the brain correlated with each convergence zone and striatal precentral cluster seed in accordance 263	  

with previously employed methods (see Choi et al., 2012). Specifically, functional activity 264	  

correlations (r) were converted to Z-scores using Fisher’s r-to-Z transformation for each 265	  

convergence zone and striatal precentral cluster across all 55 datasets. 266	  



 First, a convergence zone or striatal precentral cluster mask was loaded into MATLAB 267	  

8.1/R2013a (The Mathworks, Sherborn, MA) with an individual participant’s rsfMRI time series 268	  

data. The time series of activity corresponding with the volume of the mask was extracted, 269	  

yielding activity values for each voxel in the mask across all 210 volumes of the rsfMRI BOLD 270	  

EPI sequence. Next, the time series was de-noised by regressing the first five principal 271	  

components of estimated noise from the white matter and CSF voxels out of the total time series 272	  

activity. Once de-noised, the data were smoothed with a Gaussian kernel (FWHM = 2mm) and a 273	  

one-sample t-test was run to identify consistent, significant functional activity correlated with the 274	  

time series across all 55 datasets. Corresponding FDR-corrected values of q < 0.05 were also 275	  

calculated to create maps of significant functional activity for each convergence zone and striatal 276	  

precentral cluster mask (see Figure 5). 277	  

 278	  

Structural and Functional Connectivity Overlap Analysis 279	  

Using a custom MATLAB function, t-maps of consistent structural connectivity from the DSI 280	  

data, and Z-transformed correlation (r) maps from the fMRI data were used to calculate the 281	  

percentage of structurally significant voxels (i.e., a cortical voxel that had significant structural 282	  

connectivity with a striatal convergence zone) that were also functionally significant. For this, 283	  

the DSI t-map data were thresholded at q < 0.05 to yield all significant voxels with structural 284	  

connections that were consistent across all 60 DSI datasets. Corresponding rsfMRI data were 285	  

also thresholded at q < 0.05, resulting in maps of voxels with significant functional connectivity 286	  

across all 55 fMRI datasets. For each convergence zone, t-maps and Z-maps of structural and 287	  

functional connectivity, respectively, were loaded into MATLAB. A voxel was considered to 288	  

have significant structural or functional connectivity if the one-sample t-test to find consistent 289	  



connections across all DSI or rsfMRI datasets resulted in a significant q value. The maps of 290	  

significant structural and functional connectivity for each convergence zone were binarized such 291	  

that all voxels with a q < 0.05 were set to 1, and all other voxels were set to 0. After transforming 292	  

the binary data into single column vectors, the dot product of significant structural and functional 293	  

voxels was summed and divided by the number of significant structural voxels. This calculation 294	  

yielded the percentage of cortical voxels that had significant structural and functional 295	  

connectivity with a striatal convergence zone, aggregated across all voxels within a given zone.  296	  

Finally, a permutation test was conducted to determine the chance levels of overlap 297	  

between the structural and functional measures of connectivity. For each convergence zone, a 298	  

random permutation of the resulting binary data vector of significant functional voxels was 299	  

generated, and the percent overlap with the significant structural voxels was recalculated. This 300	  

process was repeated for 1000 iterations for each convergence zone ROI to construct the 95% 301	  

confidence interval of chance overlap between structural and functional connectivity (i.e., to 302	  

construct the null distribution of structurally connected voxels to the convergence zone that 303	  

randomly overlapped with functionally connected voxels).  304	  

 305	  

Results 306	  

Topography of corticostriatal projections 307	  

We first set out to characterize the major topographic gradients of the corticostriatal pathways. 308	  

While previous animal work using viral tracers (Haber, 2003; Kemp & Powell, 1970; Selemon & 309	  

Goldman-Rakic, 1985; Utter & Basso, 2008) shows a primarily medial-lateral organization of 310	  

corticostriatal projections, recent human imaging work suggests a second rostral-to-caudal 311	  

organization of these pathways (Badre & Frank, 2011; Draganski et al., 2008; Verstynen, Badre, 312	  



Jarbo, & Schneider, 2012; Verstynen, 2014). Here, we evaluate the global structural connectivity 313	  

of the left and right striatum, respectively, on the average template brain. The streamlines are 314	  

coded according to their position along either a medial-lateral axis (Figure 1A-F) or rostral-315	  

caudal axis (Figure 1G-L). Along the medial-lateral axis, we find a gross parcellation between 316	  

caudate and putamen fibers, with the former receiving projections from rostral prefrontal and 317	  

orbitofrontal cortex, medial wall areas, and dorsal parietal regions, and the latter receiving 318	  

projections primarily from somatosensory, primary motor, premotor, and caudal prefrontal areas. 319	  

Within these major nuclear segmentations, there is a somewhat consistent medial-lateral 320	  

organization such that more medial areas of cortex project to more medial regions in the 321	  

subcortical nuclei (cooler colors in Figure 1A-F) and more lateral areas of cortex project to more 322	  

lateral striatal regions (warmer colors in Figure 1A-F). For example, medial orbitofrontal and 323	  

ventromedial prefrontal areas project to more medial caudate regions (dark blue) than lateral 324	  

orbitofrontal cortical streamlines (light blue; see Figure 1C-D). This is largely consistent with 325	  

previously reported dichotomies of caudate and putamen projections (Alexander et al., 1986) and 326	  

suggests that at the gross macroscopic level of major cortical regions, the primary gradient of 327	  

organization is in a medial-to-lateral plane. 328	  

The global medial-to-lateral gradient across striatal nuclei is consistent with previous 329	  

animal imaging studies; however, there is a strong local rostral-caudal organization within the 330	  

nuclei themselves. Qualitative inspection of Figure 1G-L reveals a rostral-caudal gradient that 331	  

appears to be isolated within major functionally defined regions. For example, within the lateral 332	  

prefrontal cortex, that generally tends to project to the putamen (Figure 1A-D), more rostral 333	  

regions of cortex tend to terminate in more rostral ends of the striatum. However, even this 334	  

gradient along the sagittal plane segregates some major cortical regions. Motor and 335	  



somatosensory areas tend to terminate in more caudal regions of the striatum (warmer colors in 336	  

Figure 1G-L) while prefrontal and orbitofrontal areas terminate in more rostral regions of the 337	  

striatum (cooler colors in Figure 1G-L). More interestingly, however, parietal projections extend 338	  

to the more rostral part of the striatum near the location of lateral frontal projection. This is 339	  

largely consistent with previous animal tracer studies (Cavada & Goldman-Rakic, 1991; 340	  

Selemon & Goldman-Rakic, 1988) and inconsistent with a pure, global rostral-caudal 341	  

organization of corticostriatal systems (see Utter & Basso, 2008 for review).  342	  

These results show that two strong organizational gradients exist in corticostriatal 343	  

pathways. First, there is a strong macroscopic gradient in a medial-lateral orientation that 344	  

segregates major functional cortical regions and is moderately driven by spatial proximity. For 345	  

example, lateral motor areas terminate in the lateral striatal nucleus (i.e., the putamen) and 346	  

medial motor areas terminate in the more medial nucleus (i.e., the caudate; see Figure 1D). 347	  

Second, there is a more local gradient in a rostral-caudal direction that is not driven by pure 348	  

spatial proximity, but appears to reflect local convergence of inputs from disparate cortical 349	  

regions. An interesting break of this pure rostral-caudal gradient, however, is the observation that 350	  

parietal streamlines (cyan and light green streamlines in Figure 1G-L) project to rostral portions 351	  

of the striatum in similar regions as prefrontal and orbitofrontal areas. The location of these 352	  

parietal projections within both gradients of organization is consistent with parietal inputs 353	  

converging in similar areas of the striatum as frontal cortex. 354	  

In order to determine the gross topographic organization across the three major regions of 355	  

interest for this study, we examined the common regions of endpoint densities in the striatum for 356	  

all 60 DSI datasets. Thirteen cortical ROIs were tracked and then collapsed into three meta-357	  

region maps: OFC, DLPFC, and parietal cortex (see “Methods: Fiber Tractography and 358	  



Analysis” section for more details). Figure 2 shows the endpoint fields for each meta-region 359	  

cluster. As expected, the endpoint clusters of projections from the three meta-regions exhibit 360	  

similar topographical distributions as what is shown in the gradient analysis in Figure 1. 361	  

Specifically, OFC (yellow) areas project most heavily in the most anterior and medial aspects of 362	  

the striatum, primarily in the caudate nucleus (Figure 2A). DLPFC (blue, Figure 2B) regions 363	  

most consistently project just caudal to the OFC clusters and more laterally, although with some 364	  

visible overlap between the two clusters. Finally, parietal regions (violet, Figure 2C) most 365	  

densely project to areas slightly more caudal than the DLFPC projections, with a bias towards 366	  

slightly more lateral striatal regions. This rich, topographical organization of cortical projection 367	  

endpoints along the striatum demarcates a distinct spatial segmentation of cortical inputs, while 368	  

also providing evidence of some local overlap of corticostriatal projections from adjacent cortical 369	  

networks. 370	  

 371	  

Convergence of corticostriatal projections 372	  

Close inspection of Figure 2 reveals several common regions with apparent overlapping 373	  

projections from OFC, DLPFC and parietal cortical areas. To quantify these overlapping 374	  

projections, we used a conjunction analysis to identify voxels with significant endpoint densities 375	  

from OFC, DLPFC, and parietal masks (see “Materials and Methods”). Clusters of these 376	  

conjunction voxels (k > 20) were isolated bilaterally within the caudate nucleus and putamen 377	  

separately and were consistent across all 60 datasets (all t(59)s > 2.75, q < 0.05). Each nucleus 378	  

contains a distinct cluster of these convergent fields that appear to be relatively symmetric across 379	  

hemispheres (Figure 3A, left column and Figure 3B). In the caudate, the convergence zones are 380	  

isolated along the rostral portion of the body of the caudate. In the putamen, the convergence 381	  



zones are found on the dorsal and rostral aspects of the nucleus. These three-way convergence 382	  

zones are generally smaller than any of pairwise convergence zones between OFC, DLPFC and 383	  

parietal cortex. In general, pairwise overlaps with DLPFC are widespread and found across large 384	  

portions the rostral striatum (Figure 3A, second and third columns). The pairwise overlap of 385	  

OFC and parietal projections is much smaller (Figure 3A, fourth column), suggesting that the 386	  

three-way convergence zones are restricted by the limited overlap of parietal and orbitofrontal 387	  

connections within the striatum. It is important to note that the parietal and OFC overlap areas 388	  

are away from ventral striatal regions that are typically thought of as the main termini of OFC 389	  

projections (Haber, 2003). For reference, we also mapped the projections from the precentral 390	  

gyrus as a proxy for the motor inputs into the striatum, which typically terminate in the caudal 391	  

putamen (Figure 3A, right column). In all cases, the striatal areas with convergent projections 392	  

from OFC, DLPFC, and parietal areas is much more rostral than areas that receive projections 393	  

from precentral motor areas (i.e., the motor striatum).  394	  

In order to get a more complete picture of where the projections into the striatal 395	  

convergence zones originate along the cortical surface, we performed a second whole-brain 396	  

tractography analysis, isolating only streamlines that ended in each of the three-way convergence 397	  

clusters shown in Figure 3B. While the medial bias of the tractography process is somewhat 398	  

apparent in this second analysis, we still observed significant structural connectivity from lateral 399	  

prefrontal and parietal regions. Generally, both putamen convergence zones show more 400	  

distributed projections (Figure 4: left, red; right, cyan) than the caudate convergence zones 401	  

projections (Figure 4B: left, blue; right, yellow). The cortical connectivity with the putamen is 402	  

much more distributed across the frontal and parietal regions than the caudate connectivity. 403	  

Within OFC, there are two regions with consistent structural connectivity to the convergence 404	  



zones. The first is a region along the medial wall that connects largely to the putamen 405	  

convergence zone. The second is a region on the far lateral borders of the OFC, near the border 406	  

between Brodmann’s areas 11 and 47, that shows consistent connectivity to both the caudate and 407	  

putamen convergence zones. Within the prefrontal cortex, there are two major clusters of 408	  

connectivity. The first is a cluster on the rostral middle frontal gyrus, approximately at 409	  

Brodmann’s areas 46 and 47, that appears to be contiguous with the lateral OFC clusters and 410	  

shows a high degree of connectivity with both the caudate and putamen convergence zones. The 411	  

second, prefrontal cluster rests along the superior frontal gyrus and reflects primarily inputs to 412	  

the putamen, although a smaller cluster of voxels sends overlapping projections to the caudate. 413	  

Finally, most projections to the convergence zones from the parietal cortex appear to originate 414	  

from regions along the angular gyrus and inferior parietal lobule, while some connections within 415	  

the intraparietal sulcus itself appear to reflect the location of the connections into the caudate 416	  

convergence zone cluster. 417	  

Along with connectivity to our three major regions of interest, there is strong connectivity 418	  

to sensorimotor regions around the precentral sulcus. This is primarily for projections to the 419	  

putamen convergence zone, although some medial cortical areas show consistent projections to 420	  

the caudate zone as well. Thus, consistent with the striatal maps in Figure 3A, some sensorimotor 421	  

regions may also project into rostral portions of the striatal convergence zones, particularly along 422	  

the putamen. 423	  

Our original tractography identifying the convergence zones is restricted to ipsilateral 424	  

corticostriatal projections; however, the reseeded tractography analysis from the left caudate 425	  

shows several notable interhemispheric connections, particularly with dorsal and medial superior 426	  

frontal gyrus in the right hemisphere. Contralateral connectivity between left caudate 427	  



convergence zone and right dorsolateral prefrontal areas is indeed consistent with nonhuman 428	  

primate histology (McGuire, Bates, & Goldman-Rakic, 1991) and human diffusion imaging 429	  

work (Lehéricy et al., 2004). No such interhemispheric connectivity is observed from the 430	  

convergence zone in the right caudate nucleus. However, the lack of strong interhemispheric 431	  

structural connections may be limited by our initial tractography approach. To correct for this, 432	  

we conducted a follow-up tractography analysis between convergence zones in one hemisphere 433	  

and cortical areas in the contralateral hemisphere (see “Methods: Fiber Tractography and 434	  

Analysis”). After adjusting for multiple comparisons (q < 0.05), we did not observe any 435	  

significant convergence zones from contralateral cortical areas. This null result highlights a 436	  

limitation of diffusion weighted imaging approaches for tracking contralateral corticostriatal 437	  

projections previously reported using histological approaches (Cavada & Goldman-Rakic, 438	  

1989a, 1991; Selemon & Goldman-Rakic, 1985).  439	  

 440	  

Functional connectivity of convergence zones 441	  

So far our tractography analysis has revealed converging anatomical projections from 442	  

orbitofrontal, dorsolateral prefrontal and posterior parietal areas into the striatum. If these do, in 443	  

fact, reflect an integrative functional network, then cortical areas that show a high degree of 444	  

anatomical connectivity to the convergence zones should also show significant functional 445	  

connectivity to these same striatal regions. To this end, we used rsfMRI data to measure the 446	  

functional connectivity between cortical areas and each of the striatal convergence zones. The 447	  

functional activity of striatal convergence zones is correlated with a distributed set of bilateral 448	  

cortical areas, including the DLPFC, both medial and lateral OFC, sensorimotor areas, and, most 449	  

importantly, posterior parietal regions (Figure 5). Within the OFC, we again see that medial 450	  



regions are more highly connected to the putamen cluster than the caudate cluster, although the 451	  

functional connectivity appears to be centered in more caudal regions than the location of 452	  

structural endpoints. The lateral OFC regions, on the border of approximately Brodmann’s areas 453	  

11 and 47, also show connectivity to both convergence zone clusters. This pattern is highly 454	  

similar to what was observed in the structural connectivity analysis, albeit with a much more 455	  

distributed cortical representation. In most frontal areas, convergence zones from both nuclei 456	  

exhibit a similar pattern of functional associations throughout the cortex, particularly in the 457	  

rostral aspects of the DLPFC, lateral OFC, and anterior cingulate cortex. However, there is also a 458	  

moderate degree of specificity between the convergence zones on each striatal nucleus. For 459	  

example, several bilateral cortical regions including the middle frontal gyrus and medial superior 460	  

frontal gyrus show functional connectivity with only the caudate convergence zones. In contrast, 461	  

aspects of the precentral gyrus, subgenual cingulate and caudal aspects of the supplementary 462	  

motor area show unique bilateral connectivity with the convergence zones in the putamen. 463	  

Functional connectivity with the parietal cortex is restricted along dorsal aspects of the 464	  

intraparietal sulcus and portions of the inferior parietal lobule. In this case, connectivity to the 465	  

caudate convergence zone appears to reside in more caudal parietal regions while connectivity to 466	  

the putamen convergence zone resides in more rostral parietal areas. These regions of unique 467	  

functional connectivity, along with the unique cortical regions identified in the structural 468	  

connectivity analysis in Figure 4, suggest that the convergence zones in the caudate nucleus and 469	  

the putamen may reflect dissociable networks for integrating information from frontoparietal 470	  

networks.  471	  

 Since the striatal nuclei receive some of the most convergent inputs in the brain (Selemon 472	  

& Goldman-Rakic, 1985), it is possible that the distributed patterns of functional connectivity 473	  



that we found to the striatal convergence zones are not unique, but that any striatal area will 474	  

show a broad and distributed connectivity to many neocortical areas. To address this, we 475	  

included an additional control analysis looking at the functional connectivity to the motor 476	  

putamen clusters shown in Figure 3A (right column). The group level functional connectivity to 477	  

the motor putamen is shown in the center column of Figure 5. As would be expected (see Choi et 478	  

al., 2012), functional connectivity from the cortex to the motor putamen is quite different than to 479	  

the convergence zones. There is a much larger representation along the precentral gyrus and 480	  

central sulcus. While there is a large cluster of connectivity along the medial wall, this cluster is 481	  

centered much more caudally than the clusters connected to the convergence zones. Some areas 482	  

do show overlap with the areas that also project to the striatal convergence zones, particularly 483	  

along the inferior frontal gyrus, which is thought to contain the ventral premotor cortex 484	  

(Rizzolatti, Fadiga, Gallese, & Fogassi, 1996), as well as some ventral medial wall and ventral 485	  

parietal areas. However, despite these small regions of overlap, the connectivity patterns of the 486	  

motor putamen demonstrate that the frontoparietal connectivity found in the convergence zones 487	  

is not a ubiquitous feature of corticostriatal connections.  488	  

 489	  

Structure-function overlap 490	  

Comparing the maps in Figures 4 and 5 reveals qualitative similarities in the patterns of 491	  

structural and functional connectivity to the striatal convergence zones. In order to better 492	  

understand the similarity between these two connectivity estimates, these maps are plotted 493	  

together on an inflated brain surface (Figures 6 and 7). Given the relative symmetry of the 494	  

connectivity patterns between hemispheres, here we will focus on descriptions of ipsilateral 495	  

connections in the left hemisphere.  496	  



On the ventral surface, functional and structural connectivity to the caudate convergence 497	  

zone overlaps in the same rostral areas of lateral orbital gyrus and ventrolateral inferior frontal 498	  

gyrus (Figure 6, left panels). However, positive functional connectivity is adjacent to clusters of 499	  

structural connections in the inferior frontal gyrus and extends caudally to regions that 500	  

correspond approximately with ventral aspects of Brodmann’s area 44 and 45. Functional 501	  

connectivity to the caudate convergence zone also overlaps with clusters of structural 502	  

connectivity in caudal regions of the orbital gyrus that extend from inferior frontal gyrus to the 503	  

medial wall. This functional connectivity appears to be restricted to the same lateral orbital gyrus 504	  

regions where clusters of structural connections are also present. 505	  

Ventral connectivity to the putamen convergence zone shows clusters of structural and 506	  

functional connections in rostrolateral OFC that extend caudally along the ventral inferior frontal 507	  

gyrus (Figure 6, upper right). Unlike connections to the caudate convergence zone, structural and 508	  

functional connections overlap in more central OFC regions as well as throughout ventral aspects 509	  

of the insula (Figure 6, lower right). Furthermore, large clusters of structural and functional 510	  

connections to the putamen convergence zone are present along the gyrus rectus. While a much 511	  

larger swatch of functional connectivity is observed throughout much of the orbital gyrus until 512	  

the approximate border between medial orbital gyrus and gyrus rectus (Figure 6, lower right), 513	  

these functional clusters appear to subsume the clusters of structural connections to the putamen 514	  

convergence zone.  515	  

At the lateral surface, there is a high degree of overlap between structural and functional 516	  

connections to the caudate convergence zone (Figure 7). In DLPFC regions, clusters of structural 517	  

connections extend caudally from the frontal pole to encompass the rostral two-thirds of the 518	  

inferior frontal gyrus. Clusters of structural connections are also present along the full extent of 519	  



the middle frontal gyrus (Figure 7A, upper left). This spattering of structural connections to the 520	  

caudate convergence zone overlap with clusters of strong positive functional connectivity in the 521	  

DLPFC as well (Figure 7A, lower left). In particular, functional connections extend caudally 522	  

from the frontal pole along the entire inferior frontal gyrus and the rostral third and caudal half of 523	  

the middle frontal gyrus, overlapping with many of the regions that also show strong structural 524	  

connections. 525	  

Connectivity to the putamen convergence zone appears to be located in similar areas of 526	  

anterior prefrontal cortex and along the inferior and middle frontal gyri. The main difference 527	  

between caudate and putamen convergence zone patterns are in the lateral frontal cortex where 528	  

clusters of structural connections to the putamen are somewhat larger than structural connections 529	  

to the caudate. Also, the putamen structural connectivity extends more ventrally in the inferior 530	  

frontal gyrus (Figure 7B, upper left). In the lower left panel of Figure 7B, positive functional 531	  

connectivity to the putamen convergence zone overlaps with structural connections throughout 532	  

the inferior frontal gyrus. Small clusters of structural connections appear to overlap with sparse 533	  

functional connections located in the rostral region of the middle frontal gyrus, contiguous with 534	  

functional connectivity in rostral superior frontal gyrus; however the structural connections in 535	  

this region extend much farther back along the middle frontal gyrus than the spread of functional 536	  

connections. 537	  

In parietal areas, an interesting pattern emerges with regards to the specificity 538	  

connections to the striatal convergence zones.  Functionally, the connections to the striatal 539	  

convergence zones are separated along a dorsal-ventral plane, with patches of negative 540	  

connectivity present along the superior parietal lobule and dorsal aspects of the intraparietal 541	  

sulcus and patches of positive connectivity in ventral parietal regions (Figure 7A-B, upper right). 542	  



The dorsal negative connectivity region appears to be more distributed for connections to the 543	  

caudate than to the putamen convergence zone. More importantly, the negative functional 544	  

connectivity clusters overlap or are physically adjacent to regions of structural connections to 545	  

both striatal convergence zones (Figure 7A-B, lower right).  546	  

For connections to the caudate convergence zone, the positive functional connectivity 547	  

area in the ventral parietal cortex resides on the border of the supramarginal gyrus and the 548	  

angular gyrus (Figure 7A, lower right). In contrast, for connections to the putamen convergence 549	  

zone, this positive connectivity region is shifted in a rostral direction and isolated primarily 550	  

within the supramarginal gyrus, near the temporal-parietal junction (Figure 7B, lower right). 551	  

However, here the structural connections do not overlap well with the pattern of functional 552	  

connections for either convergence zone. We failed to find any structural connections near the 553	  

positive functional connectivity cluster for the caudate convergence zone. While there is 554	  

distributed structural connectivity to the putamen convergence zone along the supramarginal and 555	  

angular gyri, only the most rostral clusters of structural connections appear proximal to the 556	  

positive functional connectivity region on the supramarginal gyrus. Thus, the only region with 557	  

consistent structure-function overlaps in the parietal cortex extended along the superior parietal 558	  

lobule. 559	  

Given the incomplete qualitative overlap of structural and functional connectivity, we 560	  

sought to determine the likelihood that this overlap is due to chance. In order to quantify the 561	  

degree of overlapping connections, we calculated the probability that structurally connected 562	  

voxels were also functionally connected, i.e.,  (see “Methods: 563	  

Structural and Functional Connectivity Overlap Analysis”) and used randomization statistics to 564	  

estimate the probability of observing this overlap by chance. These results are summarized in 565	  

P connectionfMRI | connectionDSI( )



Table 1. The highest degree of overlap was found for the caudate convergence zones. These have 566	  

the highest degree of specificity of all striatal clusters (i.e., strongest overlap within pairwise 567	  

maps and weakest connectivity with non-pairwise maps). The functional connectivity of the 568	  

caudate convergence zones significantly overlap with the structural connectivity of the two 569	  

putamen clusters, but the degree of this overlap is much smaller than the overlap with the 570	  

structural connectivity estimated from the caudate convergence zone. Similarly, functional 571	  

connectivity to the putamen convergence zone overlapped significantly with the structural 572	  

connectivity to all three striatal clusters; however, unlike the caudate results, the overall degree 573	  

of overlap was generally smaller and fairly equally distributed across all three striatal clusters. 574	  

Thus, in both the convergence zone clusters and in both hemispheres, we see a greater degree of 575	  

overlap in the patterns of functional and structural connectivity than would be expected by 576	  

chance. In contrast, the control clusters in the motor putamen do not show this pattern. The 577	  

functional connectivity to the left motor putamen does not significantly overlap with the 578	  

structural connectivity from any of the striatal clusters in the ipsilateral hemisphere, although the 579	  

highest degree of overlap was with the structural connectivity patterns to the same set of voxels. 580	  

The functional connectivity to the right motor putamen only significantly overlapped with the 581	  

structural connectivity to the same cluster of voxels, but not to the structural connectivity maps 582	  

to either of the convergence zones. This overlap of functional and structural connectivity patterns 583	  

in the cortex provides confirmation that voxels showing direct anatomical connections to the 584	  

striatal convergence zones have a high likelihood—well above chance—of being associated in 585	  

their functional dynamics. Furthermore, the cortical distribution of inputs to the convergence 586	  

zones reflects a unique set of frontoparietal networks and not a general pattern of corticostriatal 587	  

connectivity. 588	  



 589	  

Discussion 590	  

Our results identify a novel set of regions in the rostral and dorsal striatum that concurrently 591	  

exhibit structural and functional connectivity to orbitofrontal, dorsolateral prefrontal, and 592	  

posterior parietal regions of cortex. The location of these convergence zones is anatomically 593	  

consistent with previous reports of parietal (Cavada & Goldman-Rakic, 1991; Selemon & 594	  

Goldman-Rakic, 1985, 1988) and frontal (Averbeck et al., 2014; S. Haber, Kunishio, Mizobuchi, 595	  

& Lynd-Balta, 1995) white matter projections, based on ex-vivo nonhuman primate histology. 596	  

While the distribution of cortical regions associated with the striatal convergence zones differed 597	  

to some degree between structural and functional connectivity measures, reflecting 598	  

methodological limitations of each approach, a majority of cortical areas structurally connected 599	  

to the convergence zones also showed strong functional connectivity. This supports the notion 600	  

that these corticostriatal projections form an integrative functional circuit.  601	  

 The current findings support a growing body of evidence that basal ganglia circuits are 602	  

more complex and interactive than the classic independent, parallel pathways model (Alexander 603	  

et al., 1986). We confirmed the presence of two previously described gradients of connectivity 604	  

within the corticostriatal pathways: a global medial-lateral gradient.(Haber, 2003; Selemon & 605	  

Goldman-Rakic, 1985), and a more local rostral-caudal gradient (Kemp & Powell, 1970; 606	  

Whitlock & Nauta, 1956; see also Draganski et al., 2008; Verstynen, Badre, Jarbo, & Schneider, 607	  

2012). The complexity of these gradients highlights the fact that demarcating independent 608	  

corticostriatal circuits remains a challenge (see also Choi et al., 2012). 609	  

Histological work has also shown that corticostriatal pathways from disparate cortical 610	  

areas have some overlapping termination fields within the striatum (Averbeck et al., 2014; 611	  



Haber, Kim, Mailly, & Calzavara, 2006; Haber, 2003; Selemon & Goldman-Rakic, 1985). 612	  

Accordingly, we observed clusters of voxels (i.e., convergence zones) bilaterally within striatal 613	  

nuclei where projections from several cortical areas including OFC, DLPFC, and posterior 614	  

parietal cortex terminate. This is in line with recent work in humans showing that distinct striatal 615	  

regions are functionally connected with networks of distributed cortical areas including the 616	  

frontoparietal association, default mode, and limbic networks (Choi et al., 2012). While previous 617	  

work has separately shown projections from OFC (Haber et al., 2006; Selemon & Goldman-618	  

Rakic, 1985) and posterior parietal cortex (Cavada & Goldman-Rakic, 1989, 1991; Selemon & 619	  

Goldman-Rakic, 1988) overlap with DLPFC projections, to the best of our knowledge the 620	  

present findings show the first evidence of a convergence of projections from all three cortical 621	  

areas to common striatal targets. 622	  

We propose that this pattern of convergent connectivity may reflect a potential 623	  

mechanism for integrating reward processing, executive control, and spatial attention during 624	  

spatial reinforcement learning (Behrmann, Geng, & Shomstein, 2004; Colby & Goldberg, 1999; 625	  

Gottlieb, 2007). This type of learning is thought to arise from feedback signals refining 626	  

behavioral action selections and strategies, in order to improve efficiency during visual search 627	  

for highly rewarded spatial targets versus targets that are less rewarded (Della Libera & 628	  

Chelazzi, 2006; Kristjansson et al., 2010; Lee & Shomstein, 2014; Navalpakkam, Koch, Rangel, 629	  

& Perona, 2010). At the neural level, performance on spatial reinforcement tasks has been shown 630	  

to be associated with concurrent activity of posterior parietal and DLPFC areas (Lee & 631	  

Shomstein, 2013); however, in order for feedback to bias spatial attention, signals from cortical 632	  

areas linked to attention must be integrated with reinforcement learning processes, i.e., 633	  

evaluating previous outcomes and using them to shape response selection. Functionally, the 634	  



orbitofrontal cortex has been implicated in providing reinforcement signals that influence 635	  

behavior (Hare, O’Doherty, Camerer, Schultz, & Rangel, 2008; O'Doherty, 2004; Schoenbaum, 636	  

Roesch, Stalnaker, & Yuji, 2010). Thus, convergence of orbitofrontal signals into regions of the 637	  

striatum that also receive projections from cortical areas linked to spatial attention and executive 638	  

control could provide a substrate for adapting spatial decisions. 639	  

The dual location of the projections from the orbitofrontal cortex into the striatal 640	  

convergence zones may also help to elucidate the role of feedback control in spatial learning. 641	  

Orbitofrontal areas have a well-described dual topography of representation: one for sensory 642	  

modality and feedback type (i.e., reward and punishment), and another for complexity of 643	  

feedback information (for complete review, see Kringelbach & Rolls, 2004). We observed two 644	  

distinct clusters of orbitofrontal projections into the convergence zones that illustrate this dual 645	  

topography (see Figure 4, bottom row center). The larger cluster of projections to both striatal 646	  

nuclei was found in posterior lateral orbitofrontal areas that are linked with processing low 647	  

complexity visual signals. This supports the idea that these projections are linked to processing 648	  

signals necessary for visuospatial attention. The second, smaller, cluster of projections originated 649	  

in anterior medial regions and terminated only within the putamen convergence zones. These 650	  

may reflect subsets of projections to pure ventral striatal pathways linked directly to reward 651	  

processing (e.g., the ventral parts of the putamen clusters illustrated in Figure 3, left column), 652	  

suggesting that these striatal convergence zones may reflect multiple forms of feedback 653	  

processing during spatial learning. 654	  

 Within the striatal nuclei, the location of the convergence zones also provides some clues 655	  

as to the possible functional roles of these integrative networks.  For example, we observed 656	  

convergence zones that extended into the dorsomedial caudate nucleus. This area has been 657	  



strongly implicated in reinforcement learning in human functional neuroimaging studies (Badre 658	  

& Frank, 2012; Daw, Joel, & Doherty, 2007; Delgado et al., 2005; O’Doherty et al., 2004; 659	  

Schönberg, Daw, Joel, & O’Doherty, 2007). When these previous studies are considered together 660	  

with our coincidental observation of structural and functional connectivity between OFC, 661	  

DLPFC, and posterior parietal cortex and the striatum, the convergence of these three 662	  

corticostriatal pathways, particularly within the dorsomedial caudate, may underlie context-663	  

dependent, spatial reinforcement learning suggested in previous research (Lee & Shomstein, 664	  

2013; Nieuwenhuis, Slagter, von Geusau, Heslenfeld, & Holroyd, 2005; Nieuwenhuis, 665	  

Heslenfeld, et al., 2005).  666	  

Of course, it is possible that at least part of the interaction between parietal, OFC and 667	  

DLPFC functions is mediated by direct intracortical structural connections (Ridderinkhof, van 668	  

den Wildenberg, Segalowitz, & Carter, 2004); however, our current findings are consistent with 669	  

a model in which part of this integration may happen at the corticostriatal level (Haber et al., 670	  

2006). Similarly, histological work supports potential models of spatial attention and executive 671	  

control integration via direct cortical connections between posterior parietal cortex and DLPFC 672	  

(Cavada & Goldman-Rakic, 1989b), as well as overlapping corticostriatal projections (Cavada & 673	  

Goldman-Rakic, 1991). While we cannot rule out a direct cortico-cortical connectivity 674	  

hypothesis, our findings afford some confirmation for the integration of spatial attention and 675	  

executive control signals in striatal areas that also receive inputs from the OFC, which is 676	  

consistent with a corticostriatal mechanism for spatial reinforcement learning. 677	  

 Our conclusions about this pathway are tempered, however, by inherent methodological 678	  

limitations with the neuroimaging techniques that we used. The low spatial resolution of current 679	  

MRI techniques (2-3mm3 voxels), relative to histological approaches, means that it is not 680	  



possible to directly infer whether the pathways we visualized are converging on the same striatal 681	  

cells or merely terminating in adjacent regions of the nucleus. Even considering that it is possible 682	  

to get sub-voxel resolution with tractography on diffusion imaging data (Verstynen et al., 2012; 683	  

Verstynen, Jarbo, Pathak, & Schneider, 2011), this resolution is simply not fine enough to detect 684	  

true converging collaterals on the same neuron. This coarse resolution of current MRI-based 685	  

approaches limits our inference to interactions that occur at the voxel level.  686	  

Another concern relates generally to rsfMRI functional connectivity analyses, which is an 687	  

indirect measure of connectivity based on correlated activity throughout the brain. At the time-688	  

scale of the BOLD response it is impossible to differentiate direct functional connections to a 689	  

seed region from indirect connections (Cole, Smith, & Beckmann, 2010). Thus, our inferences 690	  

based on rsfMRI data can only imply that connected regions represent a functional circuit, but 691	  

they cannot confirm that correlated areas are directly connected to each other. While fiber 692	  

tractography provides a more direct estimate of underlying white matter connections, this 693	  

approach is still highly sensitive to various sources of noise (Jones, 2008) and suffers from 694	  

several spatial biases that preclude complete identification of all underlying connectivity (see 695	  

Thomas et al., 2014). This bias may explain some of the discrepancies between the structural 696	  

(Figure 4) and functional (Figure 5) connectivity patterns in the present study, particularly in 697	  

DLPFC regions.  698	  

Finally, neither DSI nor rsfMRI can confirm the task-relevance of the cortical areas that 699	  

we examined. In order to directly address our hypothesis that this network reflects a neural 700	  

substrate for spatial reinforcement learning, future work should look at functions of this network 701	  

during tasks that require the integration of reward, executive control, and spatial attention. 702	  



In spite of these limitations, the present findings provide clear evidence that projections 703	  

from OFC, DLPFC, and posterior parietal cortex terminate in common striatal regions. While our 704	  

results are consistent with several independent findings in primate neuroanatomical literature, no 705	  

previous study has shown the specific convergence of these three corticostriatal pathways in the 706	  

human brain. This highlights a plausible structural mechanism that could allow for parietally-707	  

mediated spatial attention processes to contribute to the integration of reward and response 708	  

selection. Future work should explore the particular dynamics of the neural circuit that we have 709	  

described here for their potential role in the integration of spatial attention information with 710	  

reward and executive control processes during reinforcement learning. 711	  
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Figures 895	  

 896	  

Figure 1. Tractography analysis of medial-lateral (A-F) and rostral-caudal (G-L) striatal 897	  

topography in the average participant template brain. Streamlines were tracked from whole-brain 898	  

seeds to caudate and putamen masks. In panels A-F, cooler colors indicate streamlines that 899	  

terminate more medially, while warmer colors indicate those that terminate more laterally. Along 900	  

medial-lateral orientation, spatially proximal cortical areas project to similar locations within the 901	  



striatum. In panels G-L, cooler and warmer colors indicate streamlines that terminate in more 902	  

rostral and caudal striatal areas, respectively. 903	  

904	  



 905	  

 906	  

Figure 2. Group statistical maps of common endpoint locations from three cortical meta-regions: 907	  

orbitofrontal cortex (OFC; yellow), dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC; blue) and parietal 908	  

cortex (violet). Voxels indicate regions with significant endpoint densities from cortex 909	  

determined using a 1-sample t-test and corrected for multiple comparisons. 910	  

 911	  



 912	  

Figure 3. Coronal slice images and 3D representations of mean convergence and non-913	  

convergence zone masks within bilateral caudate nucleus and putamen. A) Coronal slice view of 914	  

three-way (left column) and two-way (middle three columns) convergence zone, and striatal 915	  

motor (right column) non-convergence zones masks on T1-weighted MNI-space brain. Three-916	  

way and two-way convergence zones (four left columns) were isolated in both striatal nuclei 917	  

bilaterally: left caudate = blue, left putamen = red, right caudate = yellow, right putamen = cyan. 918	  

Non-convergence zones (right column) are restricted to regions of putamen (left = red, right = 919	  

cyan) that received projections from ipsilateral precentral gyrus. All striatal masks consist of 920	  



single clusters of significant (all t(59)s > 2.75, FDR-corrected q < 0.05) contiguous voxels 921	  

(cluster size k > 20) with streamline endpoints from the cortical areas indicate above each 922	  

column. Three-way convergence zones are smaller in volume than two-way convergence zones 923	  

and are located more rostrally in striatal nuclei than non-convergence zones. B) 3D surface 924	  

visualizations of three-way convergence zones. 925	  

926	  



 927	  

Figure 4. Cortical endpoint density maps of tractography into each convergence zone mask on 928	  

template brain. Streamlines were tracked from a wholebrain seed to individual three-way 929	  

convergence zone masks. Maps show cortical and subcortical regions with 930	  

consistent (all t(59)s > 2.75, uncorrected p < 0.004) endpoint projections into each convergence 931	  

zone (left caudate = blue, left putamen = red, right caudate = yellow, right putamen = cyan) 932	  

across all subjects. Connections with the putamen convergence zone originate from a much 933	  

larger and more distributed set of cortical areas than those with caudate convergence zone. 934	  

Overlapping structural connectivity from ipsilateral caudate and putamen convergence zones in 935	  

orbitofrontal, dorsolateral prefrontal, and parietal cortex areas between is shown as purple in left 936	  

hemisphere and white in right hemisphere.  937	  

 938	  

 939	  



 940	  

Figure 5. Resting state fMRI maps of functional connectivity of convergence and non-941	  

convergence zones with the whole brain after adjusting for multiple comparisons. Correlations 942	  



from individual resting state datasets (N =55) were normalized using Fisher’s r-to-Z 943	  

transformation and group maps were calculated using a one-sample t-test with an FDR-corrected 944	  

q value < 0.05. Both caudate convergence zone maps were thresholded at Z(r) = 0.03-0.10, and 945	  

putamen convergence and non-convergence zone maps were thresholded at Z(r) = 0.05-0.10. 946	  

Overlaid cortical activity patterns show correlated functional connectivity with the left (left 947	  

column; caudate = blue, putamen = red) and right (right column; caudate = yellow, putamen = 948	  

cyan) convergence zones and bilateral non-convergence zones in striatal motor regions of the 949	  

putamen (middle column; green) separately. Significant functional connectivity of ipsilateral 950	  

caudate and putamen convergence zones overlap in orbitofrontal, dorsolateral prefrontal, and 951	  

parietal areas laterally, and in anterior cingulate cortex medially.  Non-convergence zone 952	  

functional connectivity is primarily restricted to precentral gyrus and insular cortex laterally, and 953	  

some anterior cingulate cortex and caudal superior frontal gyrus medially.  954	  

955	  



 956	  

Figure 6. Ventral surface maps of structural and functional convergence zone connectivity in 957	  

orbitofrontal cortex on an inflated brain. Clusters of significant (all t’s > 2.75, uncorrected p < 958	  

0.05) structural and functional connectivity are observed to overlap throughout orbitofrontal 959	  

cortex. Warmer colors indicate t > 2.75; cooler colors indicate t < -2.75. Connectivity to the 960	  

caudate convergence zone is depicted in the left panels and connectivity to the putamen 961	  

convergence zone is depicted in the right panels.  962	  

963	  



 964	  

Figure 7. Lateral surface maps of structural and functional convergence zone connectivity in 965	  

dorsolateral prefrontal and parietal cortex on an inflated brain. A) Connectivity to the caudate 966	  

convergence zone. B) Connectivity to the putamen convergence zone. Same plotting conventions 967	  

as in Figure 6. 968	  
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